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1.   Is there a need for a new guide? 
2.   Target groups 
3.   A facilitators toolkit 
 

Agenda 
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Is there a need for it? 

§ existing guidelines 
- Hessen-guideline 
- dena-guideline 
- Contracting manual (deutscher Wirtschaftsdienst) 
- … 

all guidelines are exhaustive and correct 
…but not very handy and appealing for starters 
…maybe “too exhaustive”? 
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Is there a need for it? 

§ situation report Styria 
- WIN consulting initiative for sustainability 
- implementation level for energy efficiency measures 
(electricity, heat): 9,3% 
- reasons:  

- lack of resources 
- lack of financing possibilities 
- high payback of measures 
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Target Group 

§ energy efficiency consultants and local energy 
agencies  
- know a lot about saving potentials 
- … and where these are 

§ city authorities 
§  industry associations 

- how to identify EPC project opportunities 
- how to develop the first steps of the project 
- how to „speak EPC“ 
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Facilitators Guide 

1.  Guidance paper on “how to identify potential EPC project 
opportunities”   

2.  Advantages and added values of EPC compared to in-
house-solutions   

3.  Guidance paper on “how to convincingly present EPC 
projects to customers”   

4.  Guideline “what is important for tendering procedure”  

5.  Guidebook “where to find relevant documents”   

6.  Energy-service-catalogue: from energy-supply-contracting 
to EPC with comprehensive refurbishment   
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Facilitators Guide 

1.   Guidance paper on “how to identify potential EPC 

project opportunities”  
- project sizes 
- typical measures 
- opportunity cost assessment 

2.   Advantages and added values of EPC compared to in-

house-solutions  
- outsourcing of risks 
- one-face-to-the-customer 
- compensating missing resources 
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Facilitators Guide 

3.   Guidance paper on “how to convincingly present EPC 

projects to customers”   
- communicating energy efficiency + EPC 
- key decision makers: what do they want? 

4.   Guideline “what is important for tendering 

procedure”  
- required data 
- tender procedure 
- tender documentation 
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Facilitators Guide 

5.   Guidebook “where to find relevant documents”  
- contracts 
- baseline 
- tender documents 

  

6.   Energy-service-catalogue:  

from energy-supply-contracting  

to EPC with comprehensive refurbishment   
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Supporting Material 

1.  graphics / infographics 

2.  marketing material / brochure 

3.  master ppt 

è to enable project facilitators to communicate about EPC 

è for further steps and support EPC-experts should be 

integrated into the procurement procedure 
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Summary 

§  communication must not be underestimated 

§  the facilitators guide is a compact tool for the first steps 

into a project 

§  we need to make use of the crowd of energy consultants 

 à what’s in it for them? 

§  the value of EPC-experts still has to be emphasized 
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